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Gun control has been amongst the most disputable arguments in the news as of 
late. Some contend that guns ought to be prohibited to reduce the loss of lives, while 
others think it is their entitlement to remain battle ready. Recently, the Supreme Court 
has maintained a firearm boycott for abusive behavior at home for guilty parties. 

Gun control does not mean the government will take firearms away or ban them, 
but it implies certain types of guns won't be accessible (Bloomberg, & Michael, 31). For 
instance, a battle zone gun like an M16 ought to not be accessible to the overall 
population, since it is a sophisticated weapon and it is unnecessary for it to be handled 
by civilians. Moreover, Gun control would put more confinements on who is able to buy 
a gun—since few people are in the right perspective to claim a firearm.  

Perhaps, manufacturers are required to make all guns childproof. If all guns are 
still effortlessly available to anybody, then gun violence won't diminish (Metzl, Jonathan, 
and Kenneth pg. 49). Additionally, while more gun control laws are required, then the 
already existing state and national level gun laws should be entirely upheld. For 
instance, it is a federal requirement to verify a background check on anyone who wants 
to purchase a firearm. Various opinions have been brought on board; for example, the 
National Rifle Association (NRA) feels that guns are safe when utilized for security by 
responsible residents, while others feel that firearms are too unsafe to be kept in homes 
and that guns ought to not be claimed by anybody, but rather be utilized by the National 
Guard and law enforcement (Spitzer, Robert pg. 39). These individuals think their ideas 
are right, as indicated by the second amendment (the amendment that sides with the 
bearing of arms by American residents), yet there have been diverse translations of this 
amendment. The reason that individuals feel gun proprietorship is such an issue is in 
reference to the large number of individuals who lose their lives to them every year. 

However, gun control ought to bring about controversies. For instance, in parts of 
the world, for example Mexico, South America and various African countries, the 
merciless murder and discount butcher of men, ladies and youngsters occur practically 
consistently (McGinty, Emma, Daniel, and Colleen 496). Most residents would welcome 
guns to protect themselves and their families and thus would see America's gun control 
advocacy as uncommonly credulous to trust that it is okay to be unprotected in your 
home and to have confidence in the neighbourhood police for security.  
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Conversely, in the United States, equipped residents battled back the oppressive 
administration of their Motherland with muskets and explosives—although not with an 
affirmation of freedom on a bit of paper (Brent, David, et al. pg. 13). However, the spirit 
of America is reflected in the coarseness and valor of the early pilgrims, who dove into 
the wild of the American boondocks to sink a stake into the ground, swing a hatchet 
against a tree to clear the land, and construct a home with just their rifles to secure 
them from unfriendly creatures and unwelcome guests. 

Debate on gun control has emerged, with different parties arguing their way for 
the matter related to gun violence and policies addressing gun control in relation to the 
rising cases of mass shootings and homicides. For instance, there is an argument that 
quite a bit of America's everyday firearm brutality is packed in America's poorest, most 
racially isolated neighbourhoods (Fox, Alan, and Monica, pg. 502). These are places 
with high rates of unemployment, battling educational systems, as well as areas that are 
known to have residents that have a high level of mistrust between the police and 
individuals. From the research, African Americans, who are approximately 13% of the 
aggregate population, make up a greater part of general gun murder cases. Moreover, 
about 15 of the 30 Americans killed with firearms every day are dark-skinned men.  

Additionally, gun violence in America is another backward expense on poor 
people (Brent, David, et al. pg. 7). Some black neighbourhoods have encountered so 
much violence that their inhabitants report manifestations of post-traumatic 
apprehension. Subsequently, ordinary gun violence has amassed in racially isolated 
neighbourhoods. Thus, it's simple for a large number of Americans to conclude that they 
won't be influenced. The political concentrate on mass shootings that occurs every once 
in a while undermines policies that tend to address the master plan of brutality. More so, 
collective background check rivalry has tried to undermine the Democrats' push for a 
change by pointing out that mass shooters' homicide guns are regularly obtained 
legally. However, that is not the case; for extending background checks on private gun 
business is a methodology intended to eradicate the unlawful firearms market that 
promotes gun violence. 

In conclusion, gun control in America remains to be a serious issue because 
different American groups have different interpretations on gun control legislations, as 
well as gun violence and mass shootings. However, in any case, the United States' 
general firearm crime rate is around 16 times higher than in France, as per research 
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from the Federal Bureau of Investigations and gunpolicy.org. And so, to spare the most 
number of lives, it’s not only the ordinary violence that we have to control, but we also 
need to avert the mass shootings with the implementation of gun control. 
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